Context. Scattering and absorption processes in stellar atmosphere affect the center-to-limb variations of the intensity (CLVI) and the linear polarization (CLVP) of stellar radiation. Aims. There are several theoretical and observational studies of CLVI using different stellar models. However a study of CLVP is mostly concentrated on the solar atmosphere, while the CLVP in cooler stellar atmospheres was not considered at all. In this paper, we present a theoretical study of the CLV of the intensity and the linear polarization in continuum spectra of different spectral type stars. Methods. We solve the radiative transfer equations for polarized light iteratively assuming no magnetic field and considering a planeparallel model atmospheres and various opacities. Results. We calculate the CLVI and the CLVP for Phoenix stellar model atmospheres for the range of effective temperatures (4500 K -6900 K), gravities (log g = 3.0 − 5.0) and wavelengths (4000 -7000 Å) which are tabulated and is available at the CDS. In addition, we present several tests of our code and compare our results with measurements and calculations of CLVI and the CLVP for the Sun. The resulting CLVI are fitted with polynomials and their coefficients are presented in the paper. Conclusions. For the stellar model atmospheres with small value of gravity and effective temperature the CLVP is the largest.
Introduction
Stellar intrinsic polarization from scattering is an important effect for investigating the physical and geometrical properties of stars and stellar environments. The first theoretical prediction of linear polarization of continuous light in the emergent radiation from the early-type stars was made by Chandrasekhar (1946) . He solved the radiative transfer equation for a purely scattering atmosphere in radiative equilibrium and showed that polarization from the light scattered at the limb of the stellar disk is considerable, ∼ 12%, and could be detected under favourable conditions. Later, Rucinski (1970) showed that the high value of limb polarization predicted by Chandrasekhar could be only considered as the upper limit for early type stars while polarization for cooler stars would be much smaller. Harrington & Collins (1968) demonstrated that rotation distortion (early type stars are usually fast rotators) and the limb darkening affect the symmetry of early type stars and should produce detectable polarisation under suitable conditions and geometry. However, Thomson scattering is the main source of scattering opacity in the early spectral type stars, but not for the solar or the late type stars (see, Clarke 2010) .
The best representative candidate of the solar type stars is our Sun. As the polarized spectrum formed by coherent scattering is a rich source of information about the atmosphere, the scientific community has paid a lot of attention to studing the polarized spectrum of the Sun (e.g. Fluri & Stenflo 1999; Berdyugina & Solanki 2002; Stenflo 2005; Trujillo Bueno & Shchukina 2009, etc.) . This spectrum was called the "Second Solar Spectrum" (Ivanov 1991; Stenflo & Keller 1997) . It is characterized by a polarized continuous background on which a rich variety of both intrinsically polarized and depolarized lines are superimposed. Polarized lines look like "emission" and depolarized lines look similar to "absorption" lines with respect to continuum polarization. However, many lines are also weakly polarized or depolarized by magnetic fields due to the Hanle effect. The polarization in the lines and the continuum are usually of the same order of magnitude, and a common zero level should be used as the reference for the line polarization. The maximum continuum polarization on the Sun is up to 1.7% at the limb for wavelength 3000Å (Stenflo 2005) . Wiehr & Bianda (2003) measured the CLVP in continuum of 0.12% in two wavelength intervals (3Å) overlapping each other near 4506Å where no significant line polarization occurs. These measurements are very difficult since the continuum limb polarization superposed with strong intensity gradient at the limb, and the absolute value of polarization is hard to measure. Knowing the degree of polarization in the continuum from theoretical predictions helps to interpret the observations.
As the solar disk can be resolved, it is possible to detect the limb polarization (Gandorfer 2000 (Gandorfer , 2002 (Gandorfer , 2005 and the centerto-limb variation of polarized light (Wiehr & Bianda 2003) directly. But in most cases it is not possible to resolve stellar disks to measure the CLVP of its radiation. It is expected that any intrinsic polarization of solar-type stars integrated over the disk is likely to be very small, and it can only be increased if the symmetry of the disc is broken. This is the case if a star possesses a A&A proofs: manuscript no. kostogryz non-spherical radiation field as a result of geometric distortion, such as due to fast rotation or tides in binaries, or if it has a non-uniform photospheric surface brightness. For example, the latter can happen in the case of starspots, or inhomogeneities in the outer atmosphere where scattering takes place, or because of transiting exoplanets that blocks a part of the stellar radiation and, hence, breaks the symmetry of the stellar disc. Carciofi & Magalhães (2005) , Kostogryz et al. (2011a,b) and Frantseva et al. (2012) attempted to estimate the polarization signal of a star due to the symmetry breaking effect that appears when a planet transits the stellar disk. They showed that the polarization degree of the transiting exoplanetary system is very sensitive to the intrinsic center-to-limb polarization of the host star, however, they used simplified approximations for the stellar limb polarization. In this paper, we present a more realistic theoretical calculation of polarized light in stellar atmospheres by solving the radiative transfer equation for the visible spectra of F, G, and K stars. In section 2 we focus on the theoretical approach to our calculations and on the opacities in the stellar model atmosphere. Section 3 presents the results of our calculations of CLVI and CLVP for different stellar model atmospheres. In addition, we present several tests of our computer code. And finally, summary is described in section 4.
Theoretical approach to continuum polarization calculations
2.1. Stellar models and opacities.
The most important input in our calculations is models of stellar atmospheres. In our simulations we used Phoenix local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) models (Hauschildt et al. 1999) for the range of the effective temperatures from 4500 K to 6900 K and surface gravity log g from 3.0 to 5.0. In addition to the Phoenix models, we employed several semi-empirical solar model atmospheres of the quiet Sun, such as FALC (averaged quiet Sun), FALA (the supergranular cell center), FALP (the plage model) (Fontenla et al. 1993) and HSRA (averaged quiet Sun) (Gingerich et al. 1971) . Opacities for different wavelengths were calculated using the code SLOC (Berdyugina 1991) Figure 1 shows the main contributions to the stellar continuum opacities (scattering and absorption coefficients normalized to the total opacity) for the different stellar atmosphere models with different effective temperatures, gravities, and for wavelengths of 4000Å and 6000Å. The optical depth scale corresponds to the total opacity at given wavelength.
As expected, the most important opacity source in the visible wavelengths in the atmospheres of F,G,K stars is absorption by the negative ion of hydrogen H − . One another absorption opacity source that plays an important role in the deeper layers of stellar atmospheres is H + 2 , which is a proton-hydrogen atom encounter.
In addition, in deeper layers of the solar atmosphere HI absorption is more noticeable than in cooler atmospheres, especially at longer wavelengths. These opacities act as pure absorption and do not produce any polarization.
The main contribution to the polarization of the stellar continuum spectrum are Rayleigh scattering on neutral hydrogen HI (Chandrasekhar 1960) that is dominated by scattering in the distant line wings of the Lyman series lines (Stenflo 2005) and Rayleigh scattering by molecular hydrogen H 2 that becomes considerable in cooler stellar atmospheres. Thomson scattering on free electrons is still an important source of opacity for the Sun, whereas it is completely negligible for cooler stars.
It is also important to note that for the stellar model atmospheres with an effective temperature of 4500 K and log g = 4.5 at wavelength of 4000Å (Fig. 1, c , cooler atmosphere at shorter wavelength) scattering becomes larger than absorption deeper in the atmosphere at τ ≈ 3 × 10 −4 , as compared with the solar atmosphere model where it occurs at τ ≈ 1 × 10 −5 ( Fig. 1, a) . This relative increase of scattering opacity in the stellar atmosphere leads to absolute increase of the linear polarization in cool atmospheres.
Numerical solution of the radiative transfer problem
We have implemented the numerical solution of radiative transfer problem for polarized light in the solar continuum as described in Fluri & Stenflo (1999) . We have developed our code ContPol based on this description and applied it to the stellar continuum spectra. Hereafter, we briefly present the formulation of the transfer problem for polarized light. For this, we consider a plane-parallel, static atmosphere with homogeneous layers and without magnetic fields. The anisotropy that is necessary for scattering polarization is caused by the center-to-limb variation of the intensity, i.e. temperature gradient within the atmosphere.
Normally, polarized radiation is described by four Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V. In our calculations we choose the coordinate system in such a way that Stokes Q represents the linear polarization in the direction parallel to the stellar limb, and this means that Stokes U is equal to zero. Stokes V is equal to zero because Rayleigh scattering does not produce circular polarization and we neglect magnetic filed effects. So the Stokes vector is defined as follows
The polarized radiative transfer equation in the absence of magnetic fields is written as
where µ = cos θ defines a line of sight direction with respect to the plane of the atmosphere. S ν and I ν depend on τ and µ.
Here, dτ ν is the optical depth defined as
where k c is the continuum absorption coefficient, σ c is the continuum scattering coefficient and z is the geometric height. S ν is the total source function given by where B ν describes pure absorption and is determined by the Planck function as follows
and S s,ν expresses contribution from all radiative sources associated with scattering. It can be written as
where µ ′ is the direction of the incident radiation within the differential solid angle dΩ ′ . P R is the Rayleigh phase matrix that takes into account the angular dependence of Rayleigh and Thomson scattering and is given by Stenflo (1994) .
Similar to Fluri & Stenflo (1999) , we first calculate the scattering and absorption coefficients, as described in Section 2.1 while neglecting polarization. Then the radiative transfer problem for polarized light is solved with previously computed k c and σ c . To obtain a numerical solution of the radiative transfer equations we employ the Feautrier method. This method for non-polarized radiation is discussed by Mihalas (1978) while we extend it for solving the radiative transfer equations for polarized light.
We use the following boundary conditions: the diffusion approximation by Mihalas (1978) for Stokes I is assumed at the bottom of the stellar atmosphere, while at the top of the atmosphere there is no incoming radiation, i.e., I = 0. For both boundary conditions we assume no polarization, so the Stokes parameter Q = 0. We make several iterations to achieve convergence at each level of the atmosphere. Usually more iterations are need for atmospheres with large scattering contributions.
Results

Purely scattering atmosphere
The classical solution of the radiative transfer equation for an ideal, purely scattering plane-parallel atmosphere shows the increase of the polarization amplitude up to 11.7% at the very limb of a stellar disk (Chandrasekhar 1960) . Pure scattering atmosphere means that the total opacity is due to scattering, and no absorption occurs. Following Fluri & Stenflo (1999) , we obtain the pure scattering atmosphere solution by artificially redefining the scattering coefficient as the sum of k c and σ c and setting the absorption coefficient to zero. After such assumptions, the Stokes I/I center and Q/I components of the outgoing continuum radiation field turn out to be independent of frequency and of all thermodynamic properties, so basically any initial atmosphere can be used for this test.
As was shown in Fluri & Stenflo (1999) all solar model atmospheres give identical center-to-limb variations of the polarization and intensity for all wavelengths considered, from 4000Å A&A proofs: manuscript no. kostogryz to 8000Å. With our code we tested different solar atmosphere models (FALC, HSRA) and Phoenix atmosphere models with effective temperatures 5800 K, 4000 K and log g = 4.5 for the 4000Å to 8000Å wavelength range. As is shown in Fig. 2 , we can reproduce precisely Chandrasekhar's solution for pure scattering atmosphere for all considered models. This proves that scattering has been correctly calculated in the code.
Limb darkening
The solar limb darkening was measured many times by different observers who fitted the observed center-to-limb variations of the intensity with suitable analytical functions or limb darkening laws, usually employing up to five free parameters which in general depend mostly on wavelength.
In order to compare our calculations with the observed solar CLVI we have chosen the analytical polynomial function P 5 (µ) given by Neckel & Labs (1994) who fitted them to mean continuum measurements, corrected for scattered light. Any new measurements may differ somewhat from this analytical function because of the temporal variability of the limb darkening caused by surface features (e.g. plages).
Figure 3 presents observed and calculated solar limb darkening for three different wavelengths. As is seen for λ = 4000Å we have very good agreement while for wavelength of 5000Å and 6000Å we have small discrepancies. Considering natural variations of the solar limb darkening around the Neckel & Labs (1994) limb darkening polynomial function, we can conclude that limb darkening for the Sun is well reproduced by our calculations.
Likewise, we compared our single wavelength continuum calculations for Phoenix stellar models with the results by Claret et al. (2013) for broad-band filters U, B, V. These filters include contributions from hundreds of angstroms with many spectral lines, especially for cooler atmospheres. As expected for hot stars (> 5800K) we can reproduce well broad-band simulations since there are not so many lines and continuum dominates. With decreasing effective temperatures of the stellar models we have larger discrepancies. For cooler atmospheres there are more spectral lines that contributed to CLVI, therefore the disagreement between our calculations is larger there. Naturally, to explain broadband observations of the center-to-limb variations we need to take into account all the spectral lines contributing to the bandpass of the filter while our present calculations are useful to explain the monochromatic measurements at the continuum level. 
Solar limb polarization
We calculate continuum polarization for different solar model atmospheres (FALA, FALC, FALP, HSRA and Phoenix) and for various wavelengths (4000Å, 5000Å and 6000Å). We show that the CLVP depends on the model (Fig. 5) , and this is in a good agreement with Fluri & Stenflo (1999) . The difference in polarization at the limb µ = 0.1 between FALA (the supergranular cell center) and FALP (plage) models is the largest for all considered wavelengths. For example, for wavelength 4000Å for FALA Q/I(µ = 0.1) = 0.36%, while for FALP Q/I(µ = 0.1) = 0.24% that is more than 30% different. Similar behaviour is for other wavelengths. Apart from our calculations, we also show in Fig.  5 the center-to-limb variation of the continuum linear polar-N.M. Kostogryz and S.V. Berdyugina: Center-to-limb polarization in continuum spectra of F, G, K stars ization described by the analytical approximations taken from Fluri & Stenflo (1999, thick dashed line) and from Stenflo (2005, thick dotted line) . To calculate the continuum polarization with the empirical equations from both Fluri & Stenflo (1999) and Stenflo (2005) , one needs the solar limb darkening, which they have not given in their papers. To compare with these two approximations we use the limb darkening from our simulation for the FALC model in both cases. To reproduce the Fluri & Stenflo (1999) approximation, which depends on the model, we choose all parameters for the FALC model from their paper.
In order to understand the continuum polarization variations for different solar atmosphere models, we analyse the opacities for all models presented in Fig. 4 . Since the main contributors to linear polarization calculations is scattering, the optical depth in the atmosphere where scattering becomes dominant determines the amount of observable linear polarization. As is seen from Fig. 4 this depth varies for different solar models. For example, the lowest CLVP (Fig. 5 ) occurs for the Phoenix and FALP models. For the Phoenix model the scattering opacity dominates only at the very top of the atmosphere, where the number of scattering particles is smaller. However, for both of these models absorption is still high in the upper levels of the atmosphere which reduces radiation that can be scattered. For the other models the absorption decreases rapidly toward the top of the atmosphere and the CLVP is somewhat higher. Opacities variations are due to different temperature profiles in these models.
The only way to choose the suitable model is to compare modeled continuum polarization with observations. Stenflo (2005) derived empirical values of continuum polarization on the Sun, which were extracted from the Second Solar Spectra (Gandorfer 2000 (Gandorfer , 2002 (Gandorfer , 2005 with the help of a one-parameter model for behaviour of depolarizing lines. He assumed that polarization degrees in the cores of the deepest depolarizing lines equal to zero, which, however, may not be fulfilled in blue region. Stenflo (2005) found that his inferred continuum polarization is lower than the one predicted by Fluri & Stenflo (1999) . However, the difference is within the range of the empirical values. At 4500Å the lower and upper limit of polarization at the limb are ∼ 0.07% and ∼ 0.12% (Stenflo 2005) , respectively. Wiehr & Bianda (2003) observed the center-to-limb variation of the scattering polarization in a narrow continuum window at 4506 − 4508Å up to the extreme solar limb. They measured the polarization of ∼ 0.12% at disk position µ = 0.1. This is in a very good agreement with Stenflo (2005) . We believe that the upper limit is more realistic according to the chosen procedure which is described in (Stenflo 2005) . Wiehr & Bianda (2003) also showed that the calculations by Fluri & Stenflo (1999) for the model FALC fitted very well the observations up to the limb distance of µ = 0.025, but exactly at µ = 0.1 the measurements have small discrepancy from the model and this deviation is within the noise level. Modeling scattering polarization in spectral lines also showed that FALA, FALC, FALP models lack necessary anisotropy (Shapiro et al. 2011; Kleint et al. 2011; Bommier et al. 2006) . Figure 5 shows that our calculations for (Phoenix and FALP) models are very close to result by Stenflo (2005) , but for other models (HSRA, FALA, FALC) our results reproduce well the result obtained by Fluri & Stenflo (1999) for the FALC model. We conclude that more direct measurements of absolute continuum polarization in different wavelengths are needed to choose a suitable model of the solar atmosphere.
Stellar limb polarization
In contrast to numerous investigations of the solar continuum polarization, the limb polarization of other stars has not been systematically studied as much. In this paper we present our calculations of the center-to-limb variation of the linear polarization in continuum for a large range of stellar models for F, G, K stars.
We calculate the radiative transfer equations for the grid of Phoenix model atmospheres within the range of effective temperatures from 4500 K to 6900 K at steps of 100K and for log g from 3.0 to 5.0 at steps of 0.5. For different wavelengths, effective temperatures, log g and various position on the stellar disk µ, we present the value of CLVI in Table 1 and CLVP in Table 2 . The CLVI and CLVP for the whole range of the stellar parameters are available at the CDS.
In addition, we fit each CLVI with a polynomial and present here also the table of the polynomial coefficients. The polynomials used are the following
where f (µ) is the CLVI (I(µ)/I(1.0)). Note that for a good fit to the CLVI, a fourth order polynomial is required. The coefficients of polynomials are also available at the CDS. Fig. 6 . Center-to-limb variation of the continuum polarization for different stellar models. The title above each of the panels indicates the fixed parameters, while labels on each plot describe different curves. Note continuum polarisations are given in logarithmic scale.
In Fig. 6 we show the dependence of stellar continuum polarization on the model effective temperature, gravity and wavelength. As is seen from Fig. 6 (the first panel) the cooler the star is, the higher the continuum polarization can be observed. As the dominant scattering opacity is due to Rayleigh scattering, higher polarization for shorter wavelengths is obtained (see Fig. 6 , second panel). The last panel in Fig. 6 shows that larger gravity of a star leads to lower linear polarization. Therefore, the largest continuum polarization can be detected on low-gravity cool stars. Similar to the subsection 3.3, we analyse the normalized absorption and scattering opacities to explain the continuum polarization behaviour for different stars. Figure 7 presents opacity calculations for three effective temperatures, two log g values and two different wavelengths. As was mentioned above, one of the important factors for the continuum polarization calculation is the optical depth in the atmosphere where scattering processes dominate over absorption. Hence, Fig. 7 (a, c, e) shows that for the same log g and wavelength region, scattering starts to dominate deeper in the atmosphere for cooler stars than for solar type ones which leads to increasing linear polarization in cool stars (Fig. 6, first panel) . We also note that for a given wavelength and a given temperature scattering becomes dominant at a deeper atmospheric level for stars with a gravity of log g = 3.0 compared to stars with log g = 4.5 (Fig. 7, e, f) . For the red part of the visual spectrum 7000Å (Fig. 7, b) , where Rayleigh scattering is not so strong, the absorption is the dominant opacity over the entire atmosphere, and that leads to decreasing linear polarization.
Summary
We have solved the radiative transfer equations for polarized light in the continuum spectra accounting for absorption, Rayleigh and Thomson scattering. Thomson scattering is more important for hotter stellar atmospheres, while for almost Normalized scattering and absorption coefficients as a function of optical depth τ for Phoenix stellar model atmospheres. Different panels show the opacities for various parameters of the models that are described in a legend of each panels. Panels a) and b) present the opacities for stars with effective temperature of 5800K and log g of 4.5 for different wavelengths of 4000Å and 7000Å, respectively. Panels c) and d) are for stars with the same log g and at the same wavelengths, respectively but for effective temperature of 5300K. Panels e) and f) are for stars with identical effective temperature of 4500K and at the same wavelength of 4000Å but for two different values log g of 4.5 and 3.0, respectively all considered here stellar atmospheres the most important is Rayleigh scattering on neutral hydrogen and absorption by negative hydrogen ion. For cooler atmospheres, Rayleigh scattering on molecular hydrogen becomes more prominent but still not dominating in the considered range of the effective temperatures of a star.
In this paper we present the results of our calculations of the CLVI and CLVP in the stellar continuum spectra with effective temperatures 4500 K -6900 K and gravities log g = 3.0 − 5.0 and in the spectral range from 4000Å to 7000Å. Since Rayleigh scattering is dominant, the scattering polarization is larger in the blue wavelengths.
The deeper in the atmosphere the scattering opacity becomes dominant over the absorption one, the larger the linear polarization can be observed. Since in low-gravity cool stars scattering becomes dominant very deep in the atmosphere, the CLVP is larger for cool giants. So, low gravity cool stars have much larger polarization in their continuum spectra although they have smaller CLV of the intensity.
We conclude that linear polarization is a sensitive tool to test stellar model atmospheres, with respect to their temperature profiles and particle density distribution. In addition, for testing the stellar models, the CLVP is very useful for calculations of stellar disk symmetry breaking effects, such as planetary transits and presence of spots on the stellar disk that we will present in a forthcoming paper.
